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The performance of coherent MIMO-OFDM systems critically depends on the availability of accurate channel estimates. In wireless
communications, the MIMO channel is time-varying and thus has
to be tracked by the receiver. In this paper, we develop an extended
Kalman filter technique for pilot symbol assisted MIMO-OFDM
channel tracking. Our tracking scheme is able to exploit spatial correlations of the channel. It includes on-line estimation of the channel’s state-space parameters and hence does not require any prior
knowledge. Simulations using measured channels demonstrate the
excellent performance of our channel tracking scheme.

tracking scheme. The application of the extended Kalman filter is
described in Section 4, and on-line estimation of the relevant noise
variances is discussed in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we assess
the performance of our method through numerical simulations.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. hlIhlO-OFDhl SYSTEM MODEL

Multi-input multi-output (MIMO) wireless communication systems
using multiple transmit and receive antennas can yield improved
link reliability through spatial diversity and increased data rate
through multiplexing techniques [I, 21. MIMO-OFDM is a promising modulation scheme for broadband MlMO communications over
delay-spread channels [3,4]. For MIMO-OFDM, several pilot symbol assisted channel estimation techniques have been proposed for
providing the receiver with the channel state information required
for large diversity and multiplexing gains [%SI. These techniques
presuppose (partial) knowledge ofthe channel statistics. Estimation
of the channel statistics is difficult and needs to be repeated periodically because the channel statistics change over time. In 191, we
proposed an adaptive channel tracking method that does not require
any prior knowledge. However, this method does not exploit spatial
correlations of the MIMO channel.
In this paper, we present a novel adaptive channel tracking scheme
based on the extended Kalman filter. This scheme is able to exploit
spatial correlations of the channel. It includes on-line estimation
of the channel’s state-space parameters (state-transition matrix and
noise variances) and hence does not require any prior knowledge.
Previous work proposing Kalman filters for MIMO channel estimation includes [IO, 1 I]. However, [IO] does not assume OFDM
modulation and does not consider estimation of the channel statistics. OFDM modulation is assumed in [I I], but again the channel
statistics are supposed to be known. Neither of the hvo schemes
uses the extended Kalman filter.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the MIMOOFDM system model. In Section 3, we present the overall channel

We first discuss the MIMO-OFDM system model on u,hich our
channel tracking technique will be based (cf. [9]).
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Figure 1: Locafion of pilaf symbols (0) arid dam symbols
one frarismifawlerina and K = 24, P = 6, and S = 4.

(0)for

Modulator. We consider a MIMO-OFDM system with K subcarriers, M r transmit antennas, and MR receive antennas. The symbol
vectors are a,8,k= [ai!! . . .a!?)] 11 E Z,k = 0:. .. .K - I , where
denotes the symbol transmitted at symbol time 11, subcamer k,
n.t
and antenna i. The rrth OFDM symbol vector s,,lrn] is obtained by
applying an inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) to the
and prepending a cyclic prefix of length Lcp:

(0:

else.

Thus, the duration of each OFDM symbol is N = K+Lq samples.
Theoverall baseband transmit signal is s[m] = ~ ~ =s,[ni-nN].
Pilot symbols. At locations (i1.k) f 9,
pilot symbols knoun to
the receiver are transmitted. We will use the pilot location set [ I21

9’= { ( n . k ) In E Z. k = iS+

(11

m o d s ) with i = 0.. ...P-l

},

where P is the number of pilots per OFDM symbol and S= KIP
(assumed an integer) is the distance of the pilots. An example is
shown in Fig. 1. We propose to construct the pilot symbols as [9]
an,k = wn.k

Pn.

where wn,*E { 1, - I } is a pseudo-noise sequence (for later convenience, we define wnsn 0 for ( n . k ) 9 )and pn is a spatial pilot
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yields the estimated hmelfrequencydomain channel coefficient matrices. In the following, we describe these steps in more detail.
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Figure 2: Preprocessing srage of die adaptive channel fraciing
scheme.
spreading vector that is periodic with period M r , Le., P " + ~ , = pn.
Thus, it suffices to specify P &[PI . . ' pMJ which we assume
to be orthogonal, i.e., PPw = PHP = 1. This implies that the pilot sequences transmitted from different antennas are orthogonal. A
convenient choice for P is the M T x M r DFT matrix (e.g., for M r = 2
this gives p I = ( I I J r and p2= (1 -I]').
Channel. We assume a fading multipath MlMO channel that
is characterized by its M R x M T baseband impulse response matrix
H[nr./].The M R x , l receive signal vector is given by

Preprocessing. The preprocessing (see Fig. 2) is a preparatory
stage that enables a reduced-complexity implementation of channel
tracking in the timddelay domain. The complexity is reduced because the number of coefficients in the timeldelay domain is much
smaller than in the timelfrequency domain ( L << K ) .
We first compensate the subcanierdependent pilot symbol factor
w " , ~by forming
.

A

'n.k

= wn.k'n.k'

Becausea,,,k =w",~P" with ~ " , ~ € { l , - l f}o r ( n . k ) E b a n d W ~ , ~ = O
f o r ( n , k ) f 9 , weobtain

with in*4 w " , ~.n,r Assuming P 2 L to avoid aliasing, we can now
by the IDFT
transform
into the timeldelay domain (cf. (I))

'

Note that this IDFT involves only P nonzero in+per symbol period.
We obtain
.where L is the number of channel taps and [nil is stationary white
noise with complex normal distribution V N ( 0 . l 1 ) . We assume
L 5 LCp+1 so that intersymbol interference is avoided. We furthermore assume that the channel's fading rate is limited to the maxi. .mum normalized Doppler frequency mx.
. .
. .
~

.

'

'

Demodulator. The recebed signal r[m] is demodulated by disthe cyclic prefix and computing a normalized DFT, i.e.,

. carding

, I f N mar << I , the impulse response H[nr./]varies negligibly within
.one symbol period. The input-output relation of the overall OFDM
'system is then obtained as [3,4]
.

'n.k =

'

n8r.kan,k +

~

n,k

4

&

9 Ed

naith i f[n]4
Z,,re'2 (k/K. The yl[n]for delays I 2 L will
be discarded in the subsequent channel tracking since they consist
only of noise. If L is not exactly known, the worst-case choice L =
LCp+l can be used
We next assume MTN
<< 1, i.e., that the channel varies negligibly within Mr symbol periods. Thus, by idealization, H[(n+
i ) N . / ] = H [ n N , / ]for i = I , . ..,Mr - 1. For the MRx Mr mahix
Y l [ n ] 4 [yl[nMr] y r [ n M r + l ] ... y,[(n+l)Mr-I]],wethenobtain

-

~ , [ n=
] H,[~z]P+E~[~~,

(2)

+

"n,k'

with the timelfrequency-domain channel coefficients

and the noise

{

i 1 [ n ] , / = 0... .. L - l ,
H[nN./]p. i
I = L . .. . , P - I .
Zr PI ,

sJ4= -

[ n ~111]+e - ~ 2 W K

3. CHANNEL TRACKING PROCEDURE

The proposed channel tracking procedure consists of three steps.
First, a preprocessing step (cf. [9])compensates the frequency-dependent factor of the pilot symbols and performs an IDFT to obtain
a simple input-output relation in the timeldelay domain. Second, the
extended Kalman filter [13,14] is applied to track the (subsampled)
channel tap matrices. Finally, a DFT postprocessing step (cf. [9])

with HJn] d H[nMrN, I] and k l [ n ] [if[nMr] 2, [nMr+l] . ,. il[(n
I)MT- I]]. Note that (2) involves a decimation of H[m,I] with respect to ni by the factor MT.
The last preprocessing step is a multiplication of Y,[n] by PH,
which corresponds to a correlation with the spatial pilot sequences.
Using the orthogonality of the pilot matrix P,we obtain the simple
"signal-plus-noise" relation
6r[n] 4 Y , [ n ] @ = H I [ n ] + Z I [ n ] .

(3)

where the elements of all matrices Z,[n] 4 Zr[n]PH are i.i.d and
with f = 2 / P .
distributed as VJ'(0.

2)

Channel state-space model. The Eroposed channel tracking procedure calculates channel estimates Hl[n] from the "pre-estimates"
h I [ n ]in (3). In what follows, it will be convenient to use the channel vector hf [n] vec{Hl[n]} of size M 4 MrMn that is obtained
by stacking all columns of the channel matrix HJn].

The Kalman filter tracking scheme is based on the following statespace model for the channel's temporal evolution:
(4)

h,[n+l] = Fh,[n]+u,[n].

with the M x M state-transition matrix F and the M x 1 innovations
noise vector u,[n). The recursion (4) is started at time n = 0. The
matrix F models the spatio-temporal correlations of the channel:
note that the same F is used for all delay indices 1. We assume
that u,[n]and h,[O] are mutually uncorrelated, zero-mean, complex
Gaussian vectors with correlation functions E {ul[n]u~~fl']}
=
"-",
andE{h,[O]hF[O]} = J-J,l.respectively.
The state-space model equation (4) is complemented by the vectorized version of (3),
=

hj[nI + 2 ~ [ ) 1 ] ,

h[n] = Qx[nl+z[n],

(7)

with the L M x I vectors h[n] !? [h,'[n]...hg-I[n]]r and z[n]
[ ~ [ n ] . . . ~ ~ _ ~and
[ n the
] ] ~L M x ( L + M ) M matrix Q
['LM oulxMI1.

For estimation of xjn], we will apply the EKF equations in nieasurenient update and rime updarefami [14]. In what follows,

(5)

where f~,[n]!? vec{Hl[n]} and zJ[n] vec{Z,[n]}; note that
zI[n] is a zero-mean, complex Gaussian vector with correlation functionE(zl[n]$[d]} =
,-,,Iwhere 2 = * / P .
were known, the Kalman filIf the parameters F, :, and
ter equations [I41could be directly applied for c_hannel tracking,
i.e., for calculating channel estimates h,[n] = vec{HJ[n]}. However,
these parameters are unknown. The estimation of F will be part of
the extended Kalman filter described in Section 4. The estimation
and
will be discussed in Section 5
of

:

and the augmented innovations noise vector is given by u[n]=
r. The recursion (6) defines a nonlinear
[ u i [ n ] . . . ~ l - ~ [ nO,xM]
]
.
state-space model for the augmented state-space vector ~ [ n ] We
funhermore combine the equations ( 5 ) as

2

:

Postprocessing. Finally, the estimatedchannel tap matrices G,[ii]
are transformed back into the timelfrequency domain as (cf (I))

]
all measurements until time m,and
denotes an estimate of ~ [ nusing
the (L M)M x (L+M)M matrix lT[nlni] denotes an estimate of
the corresponding error covariance matrix E{(x[n] - i[nlm])(x[n] i[ll~lll])H}.

+

Measurement update. Within the ,nensurenient update step,
?+In] (the "filtered estimate") is calculated as
i[iiln] = i[,iln-l]
with the ( L
Kin]

+ K[n](h[rt]- ~ [ I I ~ I I - ~ ] ) .

(9)

+ M)M x LM Kalman gain matrix
=

+

n[,,/n-l]QH(Qn[,,j,,-l]
QH
2

The second part of the measurement update step is calculation of
The missing intermediat~channelcoefficients are recovered through
the trivial interpolation HnA,T+i,k= HnM,,*, i = I , . ...MT- 1 (this is
justified by our assumption that the channel varies negligibly during
MT symbol periods).
4.

EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER

W I l

K l ~ ~ l Q ) ~ I ~ l ~ ~(10)
- ~ I ~

Calculation of i[iiIn-l] and n[rr(rt-l] will be discussed next.

'Time update. Within the tinre update step, i [ r i + l ~ i i ](the "predicted estimate") is calculated as
F[nlii]h,,[riln]

To include on-line estimation of the state-transition matrix F in our
channel tracking scheme, we will now augment the state vector [cf.
(4)) by vec{F}. This leads to a nonlinear state-space model. We
will then use the extended Kalman filter (EW) [13,14] to linearize
the problem and estimate the augmented state vector. We thereby
obtain a method for simultaneous channel tracking and estimation
and
of F. For the formulation of the EKF, the noise variances
are assumed known; their estimation will be discussed in Section 5.

= (+L+AoM-

i[n+ll.]

= g(i(lllll]) =

[ ]
8[+]LL_I [riln]
;ec{i[nln]}

.

(11)

The second part of the time update step is calculation of

:

Augmented state space. We shall use the following combined
and augmented form of the state-space equations (4):
x[n+l] = g ( x [ n ] ) + u [ n l .

(6)

Here, the (L+M)M x 1 augmented state vector and corresponding
nonlinear state-transition function are respectively given by

xjn]

I1
9-I in1
vec(F}

and

g(x[n]) !?

I

l

FhL-, nl
vec(F}

+

with the ( L + M ) M x ( L M ) M matrix (resulting from linearization
ofdx))

,
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where
denotes the Kronecker product [IS]. Note that 6,[nln],
-F[n[n],
and lT[nln] are the result of the measurement update equa@

......

tions(9) and(l0).
Recursive channel tracking algorithm. The measurement update and time update equations constitute a recursive algorithm for
estimatingitracking the channel tap matrices H,[n] via the identity
vec{fi,[n]} 5 h,[nln] (cf. (8)). This recursive algorithm starts with
the measurement update step at time n = 1, which is initialized by

.........
-28
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OFDM symbol

Figure 3: Convergence behavior of the pmposed channel tracking
scheme at art SNR of 20dB.
Note that ‘he algorithm also estizatesitracks the state-transition matrix F via F[nln]. d e estimates F[,t[lt] provide information about the
spatio-temporal correlations of the channel.

......

..............

5. ESTIMATION OF NOISE VARIANCES

We will now discuss on-line estimation of the noise variances
and
using the approach proposed in [I 6,171.

.......
. . .
......

...

YI

2

Innovations noise variance. Direct estimation of f is impossible since the innovations noise uI[n] = h,[n t I ] - Fh,[n] (cf. (4))
cannot be obsewed. However, we can define an estimate of u,[n] by

E
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Figure 4 Nornialized channel esfiniation MSE versus SNR

P,[n] = h,[rrln] - ~ [ l l ~ n ] h , ~ n - I ~ l l - l ~ .

fice building by means of Elektrobit’s PropSound channel sounder
at a carrier frequency of 2.4GHz and with a bandwidth of about
120 MHz. The channel snapshots were measured every 37 ms; interpolation of these snapshots by factors of 8000 and 1000 yielded
time-varying channels with (estimated) maximum relative Doppler
(“channel I”) and ,,,=K= 0.9.
shifts maxK = 1.6.
(“channel Y ) ,respectively. The channel impulse responses had
Iftemporal variations of :are tobe tracked, the average of / l B , [ n ~ ] [ / ~L = 16 delay taps. The two channels obtained by this procedure
over the entire past (time interval [ I , n ] ) can be replaced by a local are unrealistically fast for indoor scenarios; we used them in order
average using a sliding window. To avoid excessively small values to he able to demonstrate the limits of our channel tracking method.
of :In] that woula result in slow channel tracking of the EKF, a For comparison, also a synthetic time-invariant MIMO channel with
L = 16 taps (“LTI channel”) was used
> be employed. (We used
limitation according to max{ : [ I ?}] can
The measured channel impulse responses allowed blockwise o p
= 1 0 - ~ in our simulahons.)
eration with blocklength I = 500. For each block, the SNR is deMeasurement noise variance. Again, the measurement noise fined as
IlfI,,&/(IKM ): (the transmit symbol vecZ,[II] = h,[n]
h,[n] (cf. ( 5 ) ) cannot be observed but it can be esti- tors were normalized as I[a,,rll = I).
mated by
Convergence. In Fig. 3, we show the convergence behavior of
i,[n]= t i , [ n ] - h , [ n ~ n - I ] .
our channel tracking scheme at an SNR of 20dB. The normalized
with ii,[nli+l] = F[n-lln-l]b,[n-l~n-l]
(cf. (11)). An estimate
mean-square error (MSE) was estimated by averaging over IO simuof
is then given by
lation runs. The MSE curves show discontinuities because the channel estimates are updated only every MT = 4 OFDM symbols. It
is seen that the initial convergence speed for the two time-varying
channels is similar: within the ftrst 30 OFDM symbols, the MSE
decreases from -20dB to about -25dB. The steady-state MSE is
6. SIMULATION RESULTS
highest for channel 2 and lowest for the LTI channel; convergence
to the steady-state MSE is faster for the time-varying channels than
Simulation setup. We simulated a MIMO-OFDM system with pafor the LTI channel.
rameters Mr = MR = 4, K = 64, P = 16, and LCp= 15. A QPSK
symbol alphabet was used. We considered two different MIMO
MSE versus SNR. Fig. 4 depicts the steady-state MSE (estimated
channels that were derived from real channel data measured in an of- by averaging over 5000 OFDM symbols) versus the SNR. The MSE
where the estimates h,[nln] and F[,iliz] are elements of the vector
i [ i l ~ n(see
]
(8)) that.has been calculated in (9). The innovations noise
can then be estimated at time II by
variance

2

:;

-

-
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